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ABSTRACT
The effect of nuclear forces, or the effect of the quasi- 
deuteron model, is discussed for the integrated cross section and the 
bremsstrahlung weighted cross section for photon absorption by nuclei.
As is verified also in other nuclear reactions - the inde­
pendent particle model, in which we neglect inter-particle correlations 
due to nuclear forces, is a good approximation for the photonuclear 
reaction. In the case of our sum rule calculations knowledge of the 
wave functions of the excited states of a nucleus is not necessary, 
because the calculation can be reduced to the expectation value of 
some operator for the ground state, so that the approximation of the 
independent particle model is an appropriate one. In fact, many sum 
rule calculations by Levinger et al. have shown that the results of 
the independent particle model for the integrated cross section and 
the bremsstrahlung weighted cross section are not inconsistent with 
experiment.
On the other hand, it is undoubtedly true that there exists 
a strong correlation between nucleons due to nuclear forces. In the 
case of photonuclear reactions this dynamical correlation, or the so- 
called quasi-deuteron model, is known to be very important if the 
photon energy is more than 100 MeV. This seems to be in contradiction 
with the facts mentioned above, and no calculation has ever been done 
to solve this discrepancy.
In order to clarify this situation we shall investigate the 
effect of this dynamical correlation on the sum rule calculations 
using the Fermi gas model. We expand the wave function using
iv
perturbation theory and take into account the two body nuclear force. 
The nuclear force used in our calculation is of partly Majorana 
exchange character and the potential is a Gaussian type without a 
repulsive core; the parameters are taken from the effective range 
theory of BlatWackson.
The results of the calculation are that the integrated cross 
section is increased by only several per cent and the bremsstrahlung 
weighted cross section is decreased by the same rate. The effect of 
the hard core has not been estimated. It may not be very small in the 
case of the integrated cross section, but is probably very small in 




It is now well known that at low energies a nucleus can be 
regarded as the assembly of approximately free nucleons, although the 
forces acting between two nucleons is clearly very strong. The valid­
ity of this treatment is supported by many theories and experiments.
For instance, the nuclei which have some special numbers 
(8, 20, 28, 5>0, 82, and 126) of protons or neutrons are known to be 
more stable than other nuclei. These numbers are called "magic num­
bers," and the stability of these magic number nuclei can be well 
explained by the shell model of Mayer and Jensen-*-, in which the 
nucleons inside the nucleus are assumed to move without any mutual 
interaction, except that of the common shell model potential. This 
model has been applied also to the explanation of spin, magnetic 
moment, and quadrupole moment of the ground state of nuclei, and at 
least for some nuclei which are at or near magic numbers the treatment 
of the shell model has been shown to be fairly successful.
Recently the so-called cloudy crystal ball model has been 
proposed^ for the explanation of low energy reactions. In this model 
a nucleus is described as an over-all potential with a small imaginary 
part. In other words, the absorption coefficient for the motion of 
low energy nucleons inside the nucleus is assumed to be fairly small, 
and a nucleon with a kinetic energy of several Mev outside the nucleus 
behaves as an approximately free particle. This is essentially the 
same assumption as that of the shell model. The fact that this cloudy
2
crystal ball model has been fairly successful for low energy neutron 
reactions shows that the treatment of the independent particle model 
(hereafter abbreviated as IPM) described at the beginning of the 
section holds good also in the region of several Mev.
Also in the field of photonuclear reaction the IPM shows a 
remarkable success, especially in the calculations of various photo­
nuclear cross sections using the sum rule, as is seen below.
The cross section for photon absorption by a nucleus shows 
a large resonance at about 20 Mev, and the resonance energy depends on 
the mass number of the nucleus. This dependence is known to be a 
decreasing function of mass number, A. This resonance is usually 
called the giant resonance, and the mechanism of photon absorption is 
predominantly dipole. Many theories have been proposed to interpret 
this phenomenon and one of them is the sum rule, which we shall dis­
cuss here. Since it is now well known that the electric dipole approx­
imation is fairly good in this case, we shall consider only the dipole 
sum rules.
We shall define the quantity which is called the dipole 
oscillator strength, f , by the following formulas
fon -  ^ (y ° ] i t e w *  r -  f e  f  u )
where E and E are energies of the ground and excited states. M is o n
the nucleon mass, and z is the component of the displacement along the
direction of photon polarization. Then the cross section for dipole
absorption of a photon which has the energy W = E - E is given by:n o
3
o f  (21
 M O  71
According to the Thomas-deiche-Kuhn sum rule in the case of 
an atom the sum of f for all states n equals the numbers of electrons,
Z&. =  2  (3)
71
(This is derived using closure: ZA B = (AB) )n on no oo
In the case of a nucleus we introduce an effective charge, which is
N Zgiven as - e for a proton and -- e for a neutron, respectively. Then
Eq. (3) becomes in this case:
y  - f -s- / / ^  (3')
A  4*
The approximation holds for the case of N a Z,
Accordingly the integrated cross section, 0.^ , which is 
defined by the following formula
CFjZt s fo-eiw U)
is given by
(SO
° U #  ~  N O  A
Feenberg^, Siegert^, and Levinger and Bethe^ (hereafter
abbreviated as LB) have shown that the sum rule should be changed if
there is an exchange force which interchanges the positions of the 
particles (i.e. Majorana or Heisenberg force). For instance, in the
f*case of the IPM and for Majorana force o. is given by-'1int
e 6 o y f f Q + 6 3 C . ) M e V - w £ -  (f,)
£?/5V|
■where x is. the’fraction of the Majorana exchange force and is usually- 
taken as l/2. C is a constant and is usually taken as approximately 
0.8 (lee also in the discussion after Eq. (9) ). This result is not 
inconsistent with experiment,
LB also calculated the bremsstrahlung weighted cross section, 
which is defined by
<9 =/£
where r. and r . are the co-ordinates of proton and neutron respectively, 
and < >GO means the expectation value for the ground state of the 
nucleus. If we take the IPM, the result for is too large as compared 
with experiment and has a much stronger mass number dependence than 
observed. Therefore LB concluded that there must be some correlation 
between the particles and suggested that the alpha particle model 
could give a result which was not inconsistent with experiment. How­
ever, even in the simple IPM in which we assume no correlation due to 
nuclear forces between particles there does exist a certain correlation 
due to the Pauli principle, as is true also in the case of electrons^. 
Since the total wave function of a pair of protons (or neutrons) must 
be antisymmetric, the spatial wave function must be antisymmetric for 
the spin triplet state, and symmetric for the spin singlet state.
Because of this property of the wave function a certain correlation
appears between the particles even if we neglect nuclear forces. Let
rus call this correlation "the Pauli principle correlation". LB 
neglected this effect and calculated only the terms which correspond
2 2to < r. > and < r > in Eq. (7). However, there are also terms-i oo -j oo
of < r. r > < r r > (idfc i1, 1 jb j’) which are due to the“i ~i» oo ”j oo "
Pauli principle correlation. Levinger and Kent^ (hereafter referred
to as LK) pointed out this fact, calculated these terms, and found
that the correction by this correlation was undoubtedly very large and
reduced the value of considerably to fit the experimental data.
For instance, for Cu LB^ obtained = O.3I4 barns assuming that the
nuclear shape parameter, r , is 1.5 x 10 "^cm (The nuclear radius,
l/3R , is taken to be R = r A .) LK showed that a. ** 0,12 bams o * o “o b
-13for r ** 1.5 x 10 cm, which could be reduced to 0.08 barns if we —o
used r^ = 1.2 x 10”^cm, whereas the experimental data is also 0.08
barns. (This value of r^ *» 1.2 x 10”^cm is now regarded as more
appropriate than r => 1.5 x 10”^cm.) LK also showed that the o “0 b
calculated in this way did not depend so strongly on the mass number
of the nucleus as the results of LB. Thus the serious discrepancy
between theory and experiment for a. has also been removed.b
In the calculations of LB and LK, the model of Fermi gas or
O
of the IPM square well potential was used for the nucleus. Levinger
has extended this to the simple harmonic oscillator potential (r ino
this case is defined by the relation < r^> *» *3 r^ ) and found— 00 5 “o
-IBfor r = 1.2 x 10 cm
*(57 = 0.36 A (8)
This agrees fairly well with experiment.
9is calculated also by Khokhlov for an IPM square well.
10His results are summarized by Levinger as
CTJ C=r O , 3 0  A 3/M &  (9)
This is in good agreement -with experiment and with the result of 
Levinger, Eq. (8), although the coefficient is somewhat smaller.
In the simple harmonic oscillator model mentioned above 
Levinger® also calculated the value of C in Eq. (6) for He\ 0^, Ca^. 
It should be pointed out here that although C represents the effect of 
the exchange force between the two nucleons, the wave function used in 
the calculation does not include any effect of nuclear forces. In 
other words, our model is still regarded as the IPM, even after we 
introduce C, the effect of the two body forces.
D
His results for the simple harmonic oscillator model and
the results of LB'* for the Fermi gas model indicate that the value of
G depends on the nucleus, on the model, and on the values of the
parameters used in the calculation, but is of the order of unity. For
-13instance, for r^ ■= 1.2 x 10, cm it has values in the range
0.70 <  C ^  1.07 (10)
It should be pointed out that the value of C also depends
on the character of the nuclear forces. It is only the forces which
interchange the positions of the particles that affect the value of C,
The above results are for Majorana exchange force. In the case of
11Heisenberg exchange force the results change , but C is still of the 
order of unity. Other forces (the ordinary, tensor, and Bartlett 
forces) do not change the value of C at all.
7
12On the other hand, Migdal calculated the so-called second 
moment, o^g which is defined by the following formula:
a j s / g a * " ' '  ( n )
and showed that
_ J S i  J l L  K o A  (12)
£r*0 -jt C*
13where k is a constant which appears in the WeizsUcker mass formula
for a nucleus in the symmetry energy term k(N - Z) /A.
Levinger*^ analysed the experimental data using this result
dr*and found ■-=-
c r -  =  2 . Z S - A  / < ' t y r f - e V  (13)
for r ° 1,2 x 10 ^cm and k = 23 Mev, whereas the experimental data
<5^  =  3 . & A  / “ f y r f & V  tut)
show
It should be mentioned here that Migdal’s results can be obtained 
also by the Fermi gas model^ although he calculated using the col­
lective model, This fact suggests that the agreement sometimes found 
between the IPM and the collective model in the case of photonuclear 
reaction is not necessarily fortuitous.
As we have 3een, various cross sections of photonuclear 
reaction can be calculated by sum rules using the IPM, It should be 
pointed out here -that in the sum mile the calculation is reduced to 
expectation value of some operator for the ground state, as is seen in 
Eq. (3) or (7). In other words, knowledge of the wave functions of 
the excited states is not necessary. This is a great advantage of the 
sum rule method, and the fact that the calculations mentioned above
agree fairly well with experiment shows, that the IPM is a good 
approximation for the nucleus. This result is consistent with the 
statement at the beginning of this section.
However, it is also true that the forces between two 
nucleons are very strong and of short range. There must be some 
correlation between nucleons due to these forces in addition to the 
Pauli principle correlation discussed already. This we call the 
"dynamical correlation". In fact, there is evidence that this 
dynamical correlation becomes effective in the case of photonuclear 
reaction. In the high energy region of more than 100 Mev the energy 
distribution of emitted particles has a much larger high energy com­
ponent than is expected by the model with no dynamical correlation. 
Also the angular distribution of the particles in the laboratory 
system shows a strong forward maximum which is inconsistent with the 
model without correlation. In order to explain this discrepancy 
Khokhlov and Levinger proposed the so-called quasi-deuteron model 
in which a proton and a neutron form a deuteron-like sub-unit inside 
the nucleus, absorb a photon of high momentum, and are ejiiitted from 
the nucleus. This model could remove the discrepancy mentioned above 
and since that time a large number of experiments have been performed 
and the results support the validity of the quasi-deuteron model
(hereafter abbreviated as qd model). It was also proposed by 
17Yoshida that the dynamical correlation among rj. particles inside the 
nucleus becomes effective in the high energy photonuclear reaction 
and, if we change n, from 12 to 2 as the energies of emitted protons
goes from hO to 90 Mev, we can explain their angular distributions
fairly well. Of course, n, = 2 corresponds to the qd model.
This means that at least at the high energy of more than
100 Mev, the effect of the dynamical correlation plays an important
role for the mechanism of photon absorption, while on the other hand
this effect seems to be negligible from the results ofthe sum rule
calculations. At first sight these results seem to be inconsistent
with each other, but this discrepancy might be explained if we
evaluate the effect of the qd model in the sum rule calculation.
18Levinger tried to evaluate this effect in two different ways. He
used the IPM wave function for energy less than E and the qd waveqd
function abovej or alternatively he multiplied the qd wave function by
a damping factor exp(- 6r). His results for are sensitive to the
12 -1values of 6 or E^; but for E ̂  = 50 Mev or 6 = 3 x 10 cm he found
that cĵ  decreased by about 10$ of the value of the IPM. This result
is not inconsistent with the fact that the qd model plays an important
role for the high energy photonuclear reaction, because in the case of
a^, a main contribution come3 from the low energy part, as can be
understood from the definition of a, .b
Since Levinger1s calculation was only preliminary, we shall 
investigate this problem in a somewhat different way. He shall neg­
lect the hard core of the nuclear forces so that we can expand the 
wave function by perturbation theory. We shall assume a Gaussian 
potential between a neutron and a proton and calculate both arid
We shall see that the results are that will increase by about
several per cent, and will decrease by about the same amount. 
Therefore, we conclude that the IPM is a good approximation for
10
photonuclear reaction. However, it should be mentioned that Brueckner
19found an appreciable increase for c^nt . The reason for the dis­
crepancy between his result and ours is not yet clear. If we consider 
the hard core for the potential, we must use a different potential; 
therefore, it is difficult to predict the effect of the hard core
exactly. This may not be negligible for a, , but probably negligibleint
for a, because of the same reason stated above, b
CHAPTER II
CALCULATION 0? THE INTEGRATED CROSS SECTION
As is shown by Eqs. (l), (2), and (1*) the integrated cross 
section is given by
6^  z z f e - c C W  
Z/K3’̂ 'fc' V -F= - PcT  ~
I*-fcCs Ws
MZIn the case that there are no exchange forces = -r' as° n —on A
is given by Eq. (I;). For N a  Z this can be approximated by k /h f and
aint 133 as *s shoun 5̂'
aint = ^  A MoV-mb
3 U 5According to Feenberg , Siegert , and LB , this result is
modified if there is an exchange force. The summed oscillator strength
is given by
£<fc>T A 4P * J r*Tj '  yni I°‘
where x is the fraction of the Majorana exchange forces which,as is 
explained after Eq. (6), is usually taken as l/2j i and refer to a 
proton and a neutron, respectively; r is the distance between them;
V is the two body potential between nucleons; Ph ̂ is the Majorana 
operator which exchanges the positions of the particles i and j_.
LB'’ took a product of plane wave functions for YQ, calcu­
lated the second term of Eq. (16) and showed that it was approximate],’
11
12
0.8x, as is already discussed after Eq. (9). This value, is different 
for different models, but at least the coefficient of x, C, is of the 
order of unity.
correlation into account. We shall take the Fermi gas model for 
infinite nuclear matter, which is now assumed to be a fairly good 
approximation for the centre of a large nucleus. Since we are dealing 
with a pair of a neutron and a proton, the antisymmetrization of the 
wave function is not necessary. We shall also neglect the hard core 
of the two body nuclear forces, and expand the wave function as follows
Here we shall calculate this term again taking the dynamical
(17)
where SU is the volume of a sphere containing A particles and is 
given by
(18)
f and Jfej are wave numbers of a proton i and a
neutron the notations /(jj, etc. represent a vector and i k t i  
etc. represent a scalor product of two vectors. Since our problem 
now is an infinite nucleus, these wave numbers must satisfy the
following relation of momentum conservation
hi, + hf »  ifci (19)
13
7or the sake of convenience for later calculations let us 
define the following quantities.
at f t- —  Iki “  fef ~  f y  (20)
t '  =  ■=> I k f -  fo 'l (20')
is the difference of the momenta betxveen initial and final 
states in the case of an ordinary force* and is the corres­
ponding quantity in the case of an exchange force.
Then Eq. (16) becomes
f  f » "  r >  r ‘f  v
m  _  r £ L x  A * * ?/4 <-S7u v V 3~ x
■>x J Z V V ~ B'r £ o  ( - )
-  o [ t u p l  J
Both V and V. are the potential between a neutron and a 
“3-j
proton and the relation between V and V.. will be given later in-ij
Eq. (2U). Eor the sake of later discussion we reverse the order of
F. and E in the third term. Since we shall restrict ourselves to o n
the first order perturbation calculation, we neglect the last term of 
2order V . The first and second terms correspond to the first and 
second terms in the bracket of Eq. (6), respectively and were already 
calculated by LB^. The third term corresponds to the dynamical 
correlation which we shall calculate in this paper. Let us denote the 
third term as
Hr
Terms in A  Zj fo'Hr including P., are given by
“Hr ,
(22)V- 'VJ — 'V? 'P nj) — -P,lij- To —  To rij. Tyt~~ J22,
Then A  Z S  f e n  is given by 
7t
A 5 4 ,— a# i # ? J :rV5  M
rzM _/ fyrrVX
=  ° °  3 & 1 J L J u  t  i t
where TRr is the co-ordinate of the centre of mass of the two 
nucleons. The integral with respect to gives . As a
potential we take a mixture of ordinary and Majorana exchange forces:
v<,= VO (2lj)
Then, (V ) , the fourier transform of the potential, is—ij on '
given by
) =  C V ) 0 7 + X - C V T l j J o n ,
oitt
£L
where F  c x )  is given by
r"° i&r , 
f c z i ^ j V e  (26)
The summations with respect to i., in Eq. (21) correspond
to those with respect to i k i , and the summations with respect
to n_correspond to those with respect to k i  » , but can be
reduced to the summation with respect to only, because if /fz it
Iks., k l  are specified, is uniquely determined by Eq. (19).^  ^ V
Then Eq. (23) becomes
« . f M  ?  I  f r T  T  F (3 0 + x
l i n  x T (H F J  &T Vd r(27)
The term involving F c x ?  is difficult to evaluate. However, the
-c 1 % Tvalue of the integral involving r c z )  €> is smaller than that
-r- / £* ' rof the integral involving f C % )  •£/ because of the '•interference"
between % and %. . Therefore, in order to get the upper limit
of a Z  f o *  we replace FCSL) by F C X ')*yt
L % r
& p c ^ % a  + x )  s S - J X  * *  (28)
x  r a v d 3i r
The summation with respect to Ifci, in Eq. (27) is again replaced 
by the summation with respect to X ! , because after all there are 
three independent wave numbers among those which appear in Eqs. (19), 
(20), (20') and we can choose any three of them.
Using the relations of Eqs* (19), (20) and (20') we can 
simplify the energy denominator in the integral of Eq. (2l|)
16
!fiy+ Ikf-lkl- Ikf =  W C % ’ + Ik* -I fy ) ( 2?)
The three dimensional summation with respect to the wave 
number can be transformed into the integral using the following 
relation
ZL  -  -7 7 ^ 3  I * ' *  (30)^ —3 [d -3/k
Furthermore, we must take into account the Pauli principle. Since 
the nucleons in the initial states must have the wave numbers lower 
than kp, the Fermi wave number, and the transition must be to the 
unoccupied states because of the Pauli principle, we have the following 
relations
|fei.+ t ' l  (31)
- t ' \  \
n  &  y- 3  J
3 f2£-\3 /■sz
T* (32)
Using Eqs. (29), (30)j (3l)> Eq. (28) can be written in the 
following form (we omit the inequality in Eq. (28) L’or the sake of 
simplicity).
a Z  i U ~ x o + x > - £ & f7Z ' \w c $
r\ /■* ft /too jxir
x /r1 VdJr U3ffe> U3k> U3r-— 1&Q-£r-
' 1 1 / 1  £ £ 'C Z '+ M i.- / f y )
* * + * ) - £  { W tlS k ?  ' (33)
r°° r f C°° or / l3L'ir 
Jr
where the limit of the integration for Ijti, or is given by
Eq. (31)• We also express the wave numbers in unit of the Fermi wave 
number, k ,̂ to simplify the limit of integration
/&£, =  ■j6fs IP )
lizj* —  -for I tl r
9! ** i'j
(310
then Eq. (31) becomes





where ip n  and. are dimensionless quantities. Eq. (33) 
then becomes - / n s D «> f ° °
A z h r ^ a + x ) [ r * Ve L ’ , r
71 /> r°° / l-fo&ff
(3!>)
the limit of the integration is given by Eq. (3U1)•
IP
The integrals with respect to IP and /n> were already 
'20done by Euler for the problem of the binding energy of the nucleus: 
see the Appendix.
Jot.31° fan. = (36)
where P (31) is the polynomial given in the Appendix.
Then Eq. (3£) becomes (we denote S’ as S for the sake of
limplicity). ^  f IL
A Z f o n ~ x  CJ +X } T r L l F j  TZkF  * *  




x ^  r * v d 3/ r J f c s i f c s ) e  s  c t s
The first integral with respect to r can be carried out very
easily if we take the potential V as a Gaussian type. According to
21the effective range theory , V for the Gaussian potential is given
by
r
V ^ - s P V0 e  * (3»)
(39)Vi *• M*V' to'*****
. 4* (1.0)
CL.0 6p:
where b is called the intrinsic range of nuclear forces, and is
-13approximately 2 x 10 cm. The results of our calculation depend on
19
the ratio of b/r which will be discussed in Sec. -III. S is called
-o . •
the well depth parameter, which determines the depth of the potential.(i
(In the original paper of Blatt-Jackson‘S, this is denoted as S, but
we use because we already used S). According to Blatt-Jackson*s
effective range theory, if S «* 1, b is equal to the effective ranu'e,—o----------------------------------opwhich can be deteimined by experiment and is given by
=  Z S ') * ZO“/Sc n v  (J,1)
£ * = ( / .  7 0 *  ±  OJZt) (h2)
for the singlet and triplet states respectively, (it should be noted
that the effective range is usually denoted as r , but in our caru;~~o
r Q is the nuclear shape parameter and is in this paper taken to be 
1.2 x lCf13cm). The relation between the intrinsic and effective
21ranges is discussed in great detail in the paper of Blatt-Jackson 
For the present we shall restrict ourselves to the triplet state, 
since we are nox* dealing with the problem of a quasi-deuteron.
n
For the sake of simplicity of calculation we introduce the 
following quantity ay
U3)
H  st V, = (M
Then Eq. (37) becomes
x  f F c s j f t s ) S c C S  
0
The first integral is evaluated as follows
(h‘J)
20
r“ ' i . 4 f S r  t r *  ~ g  ^ . s i r




~ - p % \ * / o - r —  r 3 e * & ~ - A F s r o c r
J0
- -fti Af Cf-j££s*)e'*rk**
(U6)
Inserting Eq. (1*5) into Eq. (l*i*) we get
^  a + x ; * ^  i%7 u ^ y f r ^ f 0 (),7)
/**“ -
* (6--&*jlZS 2)€' * fcs)TCS) SoCS
Jq
]Ks) in the integral is defined by Eq. (26) and for the potential of 
Eq. (U3) it is given as
=  V &  d i r■fc -fis J0
irA jt& lflSo I w e  <?Lsir
I :
r m r '  i 4  s r
= - s„ Wo / & x ■& d3r
Jo
00 «r* . 0 f'/K* 0i8)
~2~ 3 £
s. H4 'X. X -O
21
Then Eq. (i+7) becomes ^ 3  O  7  X j
^>n -  ~ ^ S0 00 V  £ /7 C ,€ ^  (il9)r°° a* a q
p-£*tisVz*rcs> s<ts
0
If we put S = 2u Eq. (U9) becomes 00 s.0z  z
I 9 a 2, ~ZX'7Qf  ̂24s
AZ> f o n ~  V  ^ ccryL^ ' x ^  h '&')■& Tcnyudu{ 50)
Let us denote b x const, as K. Then inserting Eqs. (18), (32), (1*0), 
and (JUU) , K is given by
I / - J L .  & L  r ?  A J L  £  ( * f  (5 1)
^  Z ‘ ?c3 3  0 % 7 2 r ^ a '  C2 .0O *  -&
*=0.00 6 A — ‘S'/fo')
2Eq. (5>0) then becomes Sq x (l + x) K J where J is defined by
r°° , -***
J  =e=l(C6—  / 3 U  T C 'lA ')V L o t2As (52)
*0d
oC — <Z A ?  j6  *= Z o O
where P (u) is the polynomial given in the Appendix. If we expand 
P (u) into the power series and take up to a certain term as is shown 
in the Appendix, J is
(53)




can be calculated analytically
11
22
J, =  3 6 . o C - C / Z .  Z  W f i  - + 4 0 )  0 C 3~\~ 
- 4 *- (c-/- «0?j} -f/. ¥S^oC'+ Co. OS-ffi - s. 6S*.) ct
+  £?. 7t*6p-JL8.< VJf- )o C 3- + C / * p - i - 3 7 t £ ) c('
If we use Eqs• (32) and (IjO), a is given by
oC s  ZL?C - A f 1 x
- * - r ! h ^ M * T
=  z . z s - e ?
Using Fq. {$$) and the relation p = 2u of Eq. (52), Kq. (5it) becomes 
^ e ZJit3. 6 I- &  03 lf-ZJ3 '%Xo.03S5r%6
- o . z ? r % ~ - o . z 4 /  %~/£>)
J is evaluated numerically
n 00 x 2 -x  -j.zrg'-u.*
£  =  H/S‘%*t(?-+C/.5‘0 %-20)-t(0.7Z'£f'-2)U'l€' oLuL ( 5 7 )
Of course, the values of J and are dependent on the value of ^  .1 2
Hox-rever, as we shall see in Sec. Ill, ^  is usually greater than 1.5 
and for this value of S5 aU- other terins except the first one of J_̂ 
are very small and can be neglected. In other words, we can safely 
approximate
Jssf H -  Jj2 §  ( CJ}J)
Combining Eqs. (5l) and (58) we get
A Z  i n ~  ° ' °
£=f 0.0 5‘S A~r-$Z3c a 't~X ’̂
A
23
In this approximation A  '2-Q c>'K independent of £5 . In the
second approximation we put N = 2 as we did in Eqs. (3‘)» (5)* and (6).
If we choose the well depth parameter S = 1, the coefficient of“o2
NZ/Z • x becomes simply 0.0J>8. Let us denote this coefficient as C’ • 
Combining Eqs. (5) and (18) we get
j V Z . I / - t - C C - t - C ' ) X  +  C 'x * }  (60)
M O  A L
The value of C for the Fermi gas with a two body Gaussian
O
potential, which corresponds to our present case, is given by Levinger
C = 1.07 for r = 1.2 (61)o
From our calculation we know
C» »  0.06 (62)
We shall see in the next section that the value of C  does not depend
so strongly on the value of r provided that the latter lies in the“o
range which is regarded as reasonable from our present knowledge 
concerning nuclei.
Substituting, we obtain as a final result
o r f e s e z / f A  C / - t /  / 3 P C - t - o , o ^ ^ )  (63)
Using the usual value x « 1/2, we see that C in Eq. (6) is increased 
from 1.07 to 1.16, In other words, the effect of the qd model is 
about 9% increase of C, but if we put x, = l/2, the coefficient of 
l^A is increased from 1.5U to 1.^8. In other words, the final result 
is only 3$ increase. Furthermore, as is stated after Eq. (27) our 
results should be regarded as an upper limit of the qd effect. There­
fore, the true value of this effect is less than this. Ue conclude 
that the effect of the qd model on the integrated cross section is to 
increase it by only a few per cent.
CHAPTER III
THE DEPENDENCE 0? THE CORRECTION OF THE INTEGRATED CROSS 
SECTION ON THE VALUE OF ̂  = b /r^
As is stated after Eq. (£7) we neglected many terms of 
Eqs. (56) and (57)* Of course, this approximation should be justified. 
Since all quantities are functions of , we shall investigate the 
variation of J with respect to , i.e. the dependence of C1 on
%  = k/£0 •
1. ^  = 0
From Eqs. (UQ) and (5l) a = p = 0
Inserting a = p = 0 into Eqs. (53*) and (5311) we find that 
J and J have finite values. Since is propor-1 2  (j<.
tional to K J and K is proportional to (Eq. 5l) C* in
this case is zero.
C* « 0 for % = 0 (61*)
2. -
Combining the results of Eqs. (5l)* (56), and (57) we find 
C1 = 0.06 for " (65)
3. 0 < ^  < «
In this case we must evaluate C* by numerical calculations 
using Eqs. (51)* (56), and (57). The calculations are per­
formed for 1 s {j 2 and the results are shown in Figure 1. 
In order to facillitate the comparison with Levinger*s
O
results , which are shown in Figure 2, we plot it with respect
t o ? ,  (f- -r/b)
2 h
As seen in Figure 1 the effect of the dynamical correlation
is constant for 0 < ̂ / b < 1. For larger the effect rapidly decrees
and approaches zero asymptotically. In other words, this effect is
roughly constant as long as the particle lies in the range of nuclear
forces of an average nearest particle and rapidly vanishes if it goes
outside the range. This seems to be a reasonable conclusion. The
—13value of r is taken to be 1.2 x 10 -'em and since we choose S = 1,—o —o 3
the value of b equals to r^ ,
about 0,7* The value of b will change if we change S , and also the— -no
value of is different from different experiments} but at least from 
our present knowledge the value of their ratio, lies in the region
shown in Figure 1, and in this region the value of C* is constant and
is given by Eq. (62). In other words, the approximation of Eq. ($7)
Is justified.
1.7 x 10“l3cm. Then the value of # is
CrlAPTFrt IV
CALCULATION 0? THE B RE 133TRAHLUNG WEIGHTED ‘CROSS SECTION
a. Damping Factor Method
The Bremsstrahlung weighted cross section is given by the 
.following formulae
m * * * * * *  (66)
A/ O  I^ q
+t
Inserting Eq. (l) we get
(6?)
'OH,
Here i and are referred to a proton and a neutron respectively as
before. We introduced an effective charge of ̂  e for a proton andA2j e for a neutron*
Eq. (67) can be transformed as follows"̂
“ i **#•
= f ^ r  7 '<r ^ + 'g +




where is the statistical factor Tor the singlet and triplet states.
£The first term is originally given by L3^ and can be taken from the
experimental data of the nuclear radius. The second term < . Z . , z . z . , >x^x'-x— oo
corresponds to the Pauli principle correlation and is calculated by
LK?. The third term < 2 2 z z > corresponds to the dynamical
i j l l  oo
correlation which we are now going to discuss* If vie put N = Z, we 
obtain •
_  ?tr . r / . J t  Zj> ]
+ 1,6 A  *-> J
Therefore, the change of due to the dynamical correlation, or the 
qd effect is given by
=  (70)
If we assume the charge independence of nuclear forces (Nuclear forces
do not depend on the charges of nucleons.), the dynamical correlation
between the singlet rr-p pair cancels exactly with that between nrn 
and p-p pair. Therefore, we shall consider only the triplet n-p pair.
We introduce the following variables to simplify the calculation
Z  - g -  C Z i ' f - Z p  (71)
Z u f* * (72)
Then z z becomes
Z t Z f  -  -& rz *  (73>
In order to calculate < z z > we use the wave function of
“i“j 00
Eq. (1$)
< z > z - % r * < r*, \ z w f >
y~ 1 ^  l'«>
+  o [ t v :p \ ^ ]
Since we are now dealing with the problem of the first order 
perturbation, we neglect the last term. The first term vanishes be­
cause it is the integral of an odd function. Using the relation of 
Eq. (73) the second term becomes
(75)
It- *=(> —
- z f f z ;  ^J  J  £=■ o~~ E-lt,
The first term of Eq. (75) vanishes because of the orthogonality of the 
wave functions, finally, the quantity to be calculated (let us call 
this quantity I)
(76)
Here we reversed the order 01:’ 10 and E as we did in Lq. (23) to
simplify the calculation, and also made use of the relation of 
2 2
Inserting the explicit forms of the functions defined by 
Eqs. (17), (2h), and (2$) we obtain _
T —  ̂ M  f /7V T  T  X,F CJL̂   Jp
/ m  i r  „  F a e + z t F a t & i  , 3 (77)
= T  ̂ 7 ? / ?  f  f  & + $ ■ -!* -%  * r e L r
The integral with respect to f i  reduces the denominator from J I j5 
£
to ^  as in the case of Eq. (21). The calculations are quite 
similar to those in Sec. II. However, in the case of we took 
only the part including F c f j  because the part including TC3L> 
is small due to the interference of % and 3L} as is stated after
' Oftf*
Eq. (23)» In the case of a\> » ~Ĉ appears in thio integral
instead of for the case of * therefore, the situation
is reversed and the part including F C S /) is expected to be smaller 
than the part including F c x )  . Following the same argument after 
Eq. (27) we replace in this case F t f )  by r c s o  and regard the 
resultant value as the upper limit of the contribution of the qd
effect. Namely L'fflt'
x** o-rx-) t if yr / f (70)
After that the calculation proceeds in a very similar way to that of
°int • - 3 r  r  r  r
I = 0 + ^ - 3 -L $ r k k i
-g & J Z .’r f a f n ,p t  S £ k
_ ago n r  & L&S/T1
30
where ■£r $  = 3L and the limit of the integration is given by 
Eq. (31) or Eo. (3U1 )• The integrals with respect to IP and H'b 
are exactly the same as the case of 0. ^  and are given in the Appendix.
rfgi L . (oo)
s c s + i p - t n )  / *  a
Inserting this into Eq. (79) we obtain
1  =  if  iB t?  - t f j f a
F c e > P c 2 > (81)
s
~o
However, unlike the case of 0. . , the integral with respectalt
to r will diverge. Therefore, we introduce a damping factor ^  ■£* .
Physically speaking this corresponds to regarding the nucleus as 
having a Gaussian density distribution. 1 in this case corresponds to 
a mean square radius of such a nucleus defined by the following formula/ 2 4 -
=  Ttfa (82)&  #  cL sir
oI
In other words 1 is given by
£  -  (B3) 
Then the first integral in Eq. (81) can be calculated in the same 
way as Eq. (U6) ^  r x
f W * ,SJ > r  - * f a e  * & * r oL‘r  ^
-  £ +  * * *  (oi,)
31
Af'fcer that the calculation again becor.es exactly the scene as that of 
See. II except \  is replaced by 1 ,
£ r°°
I ^~fo~!Fou&'*rT?\k'r j f t ’r  *r*s Je
• K A s s i s i .  ^
X . £■ £  —
~ ~ ¥ o ~  j f & x f  3  > A  n ' \ 2 } \ 3 )  *
x k < - 4 t 4 s  ) e  * n ® P < -s >s u s
(85)
Y K a M c L S
Jo
If we put s = 2u as we did in Sec# II
r  ... t.
* p \ ( 6 -  "U-)■&
m - a , o + x ) . £ ?  /  / t t c t  g £ L f * r ,  A *  ^
x f ( i -  t a -po i)^ fL U
J* /




J = U6- p u ) - e  'PC.M'U.cL-U.
*4
.2.
o C ~  C£X +  &F  ( 8 7 )
If we choose s = 1, b = r = 1.7 x 10 ^cm (see after Eqs. (U2),~o ” ~ot
(U3).) Putting r = 1.2 x lO^^cm and x = 1/2 we obtain-o
r-?* * (o)I « ’- X . z f A ' J ' '  /0 cm
The calculation of £' is identical to that of J in Sec.Ill, 
if we replace u1, p' by a, p. However, in the case of J the simple
relation of p = 2a holds, whereas in the case of J1 , a1 , and p1 are
not proportional to each other. If we substitute 1 , X , and k 
using Eqs. (83)* (ill)* and (33) we find
<xJ = a 93 A^+ /• aj ts?)
4r-
3. 7! A (8?,)
where ^  = k/j£o as defined in Sec* II. From this we 3ee that the
relation between o' and p1 is very complicated.
The calculation is performed in a very similar way to that 
of J in Sec. II J' is decomposed into two parts as in the case of
J'r* tf-tJz (9°)
j / =  [ c t - p ' t f ) f e o C l - J t f f 2 . ) U 3- / 0 'H S-+ fU ’+ 0 g n i ]  (91) 
^0 oO lt
J> f e e - { - f  + -tie*  016 < 92)
: • 33 
' 2 9 stHowever, in the case -of <J, c "= 2X = 2.2515 and is fairly 'small 
if $5 • is small. In the case of J1, a1 is given by Eq. (88) and is
o
more than 10, because we are now dealing with a fairly large nucleus.
( For a small nucleus the plane wave function which we have been using 
is not appropriate and our entire calculation becomes invalid in this 
case). Since a' is fairly large, can be safely neglected as com­
pared with • The expansion of is exactly the same as given in
Eq. (%h), if we replace a by a1 , and the terms after e~a' arc completely 
negligible because a1 is at least more than 10. Therefore, we get 
similarly to Eq. (5W*
J-'-as 7,'ss 36. S2A
The evaluation of J1 is done numerically. However, as we
“1
see from Eqs. (89) and (891) o' i3 a function of A and S, , and [}'
is a function of Aj hence, the value of J1 depends not only on ^  but
also on A. This dependence i3 different from that of J. Numerical 
results are listed in Table I.
TABLE I Values of
A %  “ 1 % - 1.5 %  = 2.0
6k -0.031 -0.009 +0.002
12^ -0.013 -0,008 -o.ooi*
216 -0.008 -0.006 -o.ooU
As we see in Table I, for A = 6k the sign of chan
= 2.0: i.e., the results become qualitatively different. This is
unreasonable. However, since we assume r = 1.2 x 10 ^cm, = 2.0
-13means b = 2. k x 10 cm. which is too large and should be excluded.
%C30B+<Z4')oC~*'/
-  0&P -/SJZ)°£ 'S  ̂ 93 ̂
Eurthermore, we use the plane wave as.a wave function, which is a 
fairly good approximation for a heavy nucleus, but may.not be so ^ood 
for such a light nucleus. Therefore, this discrepancy should not be 
taken so seriously. Erom other results of Table I we see that the 
variation of with respect to ^  is not so strong for large nuclei.
Combining these results with Eqs. (70) and (87) we get the 
final results. However, we must determine the statistical factor,
3^ , in Eq. (70)• Since we are dealing with the triplet state as is 
stated after Eq. (70), S is usually taken as 3A ,  but as we see in 
Eq. (77) and in other equations, we took the sum with respect to the 
number of states, and each state has four particles. Therefore S is
value of % is approximately 1.5* Therefore, we take the results of 
the second column of Table I. The values of in mb for A = 6h»
125, 216 are listed in Table II together with the results of previous
given by
(9M
+  Z . 3 0 A T f M '
1, b = 1.7 x 10 ^cm (See after Eq. (86), the
Combining Eqs. (70), (87), (A) we get
7 9 10calculations of the IPM', * , for nuclei with approximately the same
mass numbers, and also with the experiments.
TABLE II
Results of A  (Tg, and °2L in mb
A 6k 125 216
-0.98 -5.39 -15.58
,
77a, 7hb 18 8a t fk a
__.%
652, 80° 19Ua Ul6a
A<5X
0£ (%) 1.2 1.5 2.7 3.0 3.5 U.o
Calculated and experimental values are for Cu^ j65̂
1-^7 # Bi*^, respectively. All these values are
taken from Table II of ref. 10, Calculated values
are for r = 1.2 x 10 ^cm, b = 1.7 x 10 ̂cm,“o
S = 1.—o
a. Khokhlov, ref. 9
b. Levinger, ref. 7
c. Rustgi and Levinger, ref. 11
Erom Table II, we see that the qd effect on is to decrease
it by several per cent and this percentage increases with increasing
A. Therefore, we shall investigate this effect for infinitely large
nuclei. If we put A as infinity in Eq. (86) or (87) we find
p' “ ip1 for a = 00 (96)
The calculation of J' becomes very simple and quite similar to that
of J in Sec. II (In the case of J, p - 2a)~ _  XL
J* Ss J , -/a.274‘0t^-/V'.£f3 A * (97)
= -0.OJZ3 (98)
b -  . -  r v .
I?M ~ 0-30Â ~on&
Therefore
lim
/4*+op ' 0 3̂-
b. Box Normalization Method
| ==r 82 (99)
rX
Since we used a damping factor £  in our calculation
of the results may not be so reliable. In order to test the 
validity of this method let us try to evaluate in some other way.
Vfe shall start from Eq. (8l) but replace the integration 
with respect to ^ by a sum with respect to 1  . I n  other words, 
instead of transforming all sums which appear in Eq. (78) into 
integrals, we shall transform the first two of them and leave the 
last one in the form of a sum with respect to $L
,1 W
t+ X  M  &
r o  4 *
=  J * T  1 i? 'd v * '* r % lrZ'e' * Ir
where the summation with respect to A  is a three dimensional one.
Let us Introduce here the box normalization. In other words,
we shall assume that the whole system is in a large cubic box and
decompose into its three components. For each component we have
ix ~  71?C-zk/l 1
. z ^ / l  J- (101)
ij8 =• J
where L is the dimension of the cube, arid n , n , n are positivej —v* —*va y
integers Including zero. Physically speaking this corresponds to re­
garding a nucleus as a cubic box with a periodic wave function.
Then the integral in Eq, (100) becomes
> —k  "ir
The integration with respect to jr and z is straightforward and gives 
us a delta function
=  L<P-kh.
£  *  ^  (103)xLX* / rC
F“2TWhen we evaluate the integral we should demand that n = n = 0-y ”z
because otherwise the above integrals become zero. Since n = n =0,-y -a
n̂. = 0 means ^ = 0. However, since P(^) in Eq» (100) is proportional 
to (see Appendix) and lr(c|) has no singularity at = 0 because of 
its definition, Eq. (100) becomes zero if cj = 0. In other words, we 
must assume n 4 0,
“ X
In such a case the integral with respect to x can be carried 
out by partial integration:
/ ■ % - /  s> 1 Z —  k 9c* 4 '7 C ? lx .
J , * *  ^  z i f n l u  (ion)
*
&9C? 7t*L
Therefore, for q / 0,
r>*» ; « r  /, ( d £ ^ - x
r e  cl3r 3 l  <pn }d ^  z x 3 n i  (lo5)
( i f  C z j f l  
"  n.%
&
■ Substituting .this'into Eq. (100) we find for x = 1/2
T  L  M - _ ^ 4  l / T  C~ Z F a y ? ™  <1P,,I- io -a* oaei nk a. K 'I
On the other hand if L is very large, _q is very small for fired n . 
Then from the Appendix
L-90 2  1
— ± ( 1 0 7 )
, » ,, £ 2 2 . o tx .~ / o O - ■&%*■) u
Substituting this into Eq. (106) we get ^  ^
1 ~  °~  ^  I P  r M  te x ?
-T <7 - ^ - z ;  H i  T C ^ f *  ̂ -* * 3  z  (ltm)
where "X. and Wq are given in Eqs. (hi) and (h5>).
In order to determine L we shall assume that the volume of
the cube is the same as that of a spherical nucleus of radius "l&o
L 3 — -9-7C /3  f (kw)
L - CVxr/3j*72A *  (Uf>)
Then I becomes M
3^ p& * . \ 31 .
X «* (t—J2°ftZ)£c^Z % X- ^ <' iI I )
Erotn Eqs. (70) and (9h) we get
/± < J£ = r -  O O t ' A  ̂  SHU#- (112)
here again we assumed r = 1.2 x lO~^Cm and b = 1.7 x 10”*^cri as
— o  —
before. Comparing Tjith Eq, (9) we get
I gs 13* ' ' ' (113) '<7-3, I
Howeverj we should regard this value' as an over-estimate because we 
assume that the nucleus is a cube and that the nuclearwave function 
does not damp at all at the boundary. On the contrary in the former 
method we assume that a nucleus is a sphere and the wave function damps 
in a Gaussian way. Therefore, these two methods should be regarded 
as an upper and lower limit respectively. Since the box normalisation 
method gives us about 13$ and the damping factor method gives us 
several per cent we can conclude that the effect of the dynamical 
correlation on the bremsstrahlung weighted cross section is a decrease 
of several to ten per cent.
This is not inconsistent with the preliminary result of
18 °Levinger that will decrease by about 10$.
CHAPTER V
summari
The effect of the dynamical congelation, or the effect of the 
quasi-deuteron model, on the crojs sections of photonuclear reaction 
has been treated using perturbation theory. The results are that this 
effect increases the integrated cross section,  ̂> by about several 
per cent, and decreases the bremsstrahlung weighted cross section, , 
by about the same pel-cent age.
In the above analyses, however, we did not take into account 
the effect of the hard core of the nuclear two-body potential. It may 
affect the results for because is the expectation value of
r̂ V. P, but this effect probably will not be so large as to change the 
main conclusion. For example, Gomes, Walecka, and Weisskopf have 
shown that in the case of an attractive potential, with a hard core bhe 
wave function outside the core is similar to that of the IPM. This 
seems to support the above prediction. For this effect is clearly
pnot so large, because is the expectation value of r' the main 
contribution for which comes from the region of large r, where the 
effect of the hard core can be regarded as negligible.
1(0
APPENDIX
The integrations with respect to ffl and !fb Per the energy
20denominator oi’ Eq. (3U) have been carried out by Euler for the 
problem of the binding energy of the nucleus, We shall summarize 
Euler’s calculation. We omit the prime and write ft instead of /b 
for the sake of simplicity
D  = /*•*/**!> Jr* -g&U-i-in)
m <  i w i <  i
UP+#l>t (A1)
«  U s $  / ■ &  d ' j p j e  * 3n .
J J> J rK i |UK I
where a is the auxiliary variable introduced to transform the integrals. 
The integration is divided Into two parts. Putting a_s = y we get
v  =  [a ? 8  rft a f  f e s\ M { j g # T + . e h + O C - z ~  i ) f ^
» «  ?  * (A2)
+ f * i  + e  * a r - i - » } ] * < ?
The integration with respect to y is elementary but tedious. After
integration we put s = 2u and get the following results.
,oo
(A3)/
where for u < 1
rCKs) 5  'Pi C n )  2 *
The error of this approximation is about 0.2J6.
for u > 1
?C % 0 s  'P s .c u )
3.0' i d - Z O I C t ‘V'te -t2,ZlC
^ j*#. cit-o- [- f+zeuf-zotcf-tf-ufj+Jpu- fax-*x{ls)
& ^i~~k +  ~ir %?
The error of this approximation is about 1$.
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The effect of the dynamical correlation on the integrated 
cross section as a function of £  • C  is the coefficient
which appears in Eq. (60) and represents the effect of the 
dynamical correlation. ^  => r^/b where rQ is the nuclear
shape parameter. (The nuclear radius is given by RQ = r oa1/3)• 
b is the intrinsic range of nuclear forces. The "allowed 
region" shown by the bracket is the region of from our 
present knowledge about nuclei.
The effect of the exchange force on the integrated cross 
section calculated using the IPM by Levinger (ref. 8).
C is the coefficient which appears in Eq. (6) or (60) and 
represents this effect in the IPM. ^  is the same as in 
Figure 1.
t
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